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Trader specialising in G gauge.

G

Pay to drive layout in aid of charity.
In aid of charity.
Display of model buses.
London Underground models for sale.
British modern era based in N West.
Small goods depot & maltings complex.
Award winning 00 layout.
Society selling books, pictures etc.
General model trader from Chelmsford.
Deltic Preservation Society.
Watch electric trains in rural settings.
LMS & BR branch line terminus.
Based on Cadeleigh on Exe Valley Line.
Second-hand models.
Society selling books, pictures etc.
Popular & reasonably priced rail tours.
Original Hornby Dublo 3 rail layout.
New DCC layout built in under 1 year.
The home to moles, ladybirds & mice.
1890’s Midland Railways layout.
An 0 gauge layout with big ideas.
Second Hand models etc.
Our society’s permanent layout.
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Albanrail
Entry
Thomas
Face Painting
London Buses
Metromodels
Branksdowne Junction
Willowbrook Marsh
Tedburn St. Mary
LCGB
John Dutfield
DPS
Meon Combe
Dagnall
Kadeleigh
Joe Lock
RCTS
UK Railtours
CAMRA
Fry’s Halt
Bramble Bottom
Foxup
Hobbs Warren
DHMRS Club Stand
Havil Junction

Cover picture of Havil Junction courtesy of Ray Lightfoot.
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Welcome to our 2013 Exhibition.
I hope that you will enjoy the wide variety of layouts that we have here
today. We try to cover the interests of children of all ages!
Our exhibitors will be pleased to answer any questions you have about
their models and exhibits.
We have decided not to have barriers between you and the models this
year. Just a reminder to parents that it takes many hours to build these
models, but it only takes seconds to do a lot of damage, so do watch
that your youngsters don’t get too close!
If you are interested in joining the society, please ask any of our
members.

REFRESHMENTS - Drinks and snacks are available on the ground floor
FIRST AID - Please ask at the refreshments area, a steward or at the
cash desk
For details of the Society & its layouts see our website at
www.dhmrs.weebly.com
We hope you enjoy your visit and it inspires you to have a go yourself.
Questions about the hobby? Feel free to ask layout operators,
or one of the stewards.

Make a note: next years’ exhibition is on 26 April 2014

EXHIBIT DESCRIPTIONS
1. Albanrail
Email chapmanredbourn@btinternet.com

Tel:01582 792013

Albanrail return with their demonstration layout using a selection of electric-powered
locomotives, rolling stock, buildings and accessories showing how much can be achieved in
a small space to provide fun for all the family. The layout is all constructed from set track
and out of the box stock, showing the quality and detail that relatively cheap ready to run
items in this increasingly popular gauge provide.
Speak to us today about joining the fastest-growing part of “The World’s Greatest Hobby”.
On show are some of the exciting range of trains and accessories, most representing 3ft
narrow gauge North American railways, which can make your dreams reality.
Feel free to talk to us about this gauge and scale; we hope to share the fun with you.
Please note that though G scale is generally weather resistant ground conditions may
dictate what can be displayed and operated.

2. Entrance Tickets
Ticket sales and programmes. Questions about the hobby? Feel free to ask layout operators
or one of the stewards.

3. Thomas

De Havilland MRS

Gauge: 00

A small DIY (Drive It Yourself) layout intended purely for fun and mainly for the youngsters.
ALL MONEY COLLECTED FROM THIS LAYOUT WILL GO TO THE LOCAL
ISOBEL HOSPICE.
Though the layout is for fun, the people manning the layout have a vast fund of knowledge
on model railways between them and will be happy to discuss ideas or offer advice
(without liability) to those at all stages in the hobby.

4. Face Painting
Face painting by Caryn Bloom in aid of the Local Isobel Hospice. Open 10am to 2pm

5. London Buses

Owner Bill Shepherd

Gauge:00

I have always been a fan of all the different bus companies and corporations throughout
Britain. My main interest was on the largest in the world The London Passenger Transport
Board which became London Transport. My collection of LT vehicles covers buses, trams
and trolley buses from the Red Central Area and the Green Country Area together with
books and films etc. I have around 70 different models which I hope you will enjoy seeing.

6. Metromodels

John Polley

John will have a selection of '00' scale London Underground trains & accessories for sale
plus various secondhand model rail items including Kato & Tomix Japanese N scale.

7. Branksdowne Junction

Stephen & Matt Knight

Gauge: N

Branksdowne Junction is a British N Scale 1:148 layout depicting a fictitious location in
North West England in the Modern Era. The layout has been constructed as a first foray into
N gauge by father and son team Steve & Matt Knight and took two years to complete.
Branksdowne Junction is the point at which two separate tunnel bores under the rolling
Pennines come together, providing an electrified pair of fast lines and a bi-directional
freight line. In addition, a small Railfreight Distribution yard is still extant and can be seen
housing a variety of Network Rail, engineers or PO wagon load freight stock.
The layout features a very high level of modern image detail and portrays modern freight
operations using modern rolling stock and locomotives, including intermodal, spine,
Megafret and flat Freightliner operations. Block trains are interspersed with a frequent
service of DMU local trains and Voyager or HST Cross Country services. Occasional heritage
traction charter trains can also be run, with prototypically correct locos and coach rakes.
The layout is fully wired with multiple-aspect colour light signalling, including working route
indicator heads.
Additionally, the mainline is
wired for Overhead Line
Equipment working. Street
lights, certain buildings and
platform lights are all
illuminated. There is a small
airfield on one tunnel and a
village near the station.

8. Willowbrook Marsh

Nigel Adams

Gauge: 0 – 7mm finescale

Willowbrook Marsh is a small goods depot and maltings complex, situated on the borders
of the Midland and Eastern regions of British Railways just to the north of Peterborough
during the mid 1950-60’s period. The location is typical of the fenland scenery with plenty
of space and traditional looking buildings for the area. Traffic consists of unfitted and fitted
goods workings plus special consists for the local maltings. The maltings operates its own
shunting locomotive when a BR shunter is unavailable, although this has seen little work
recently.
Small diesel shunting locomotives are very much in evidence handling the majority of the 4
wheeled, loose fitted wagon traffic. Being relatively quiet backwater, often having long
periods of time between arrivals and departures, there is time for much shunting. Both
steam in its final years and the
newly introduced diesels, may be
seen operating the yard. Viewers
are encouraged to look out for the
occasional visiting diesel type,
which could be considered
uncommon to the area, perhaps
on test or working a short turn
prior to returning to their usual
operating base.

9. Tedburn St Mary

Dennis Beach

Gauge:00 (16.5mm), Scale 4mm/ft

Awarded Best Visiting Layout at the Milton Keynes Model Railway Exhibition 18 February
2012
Tedburn St. Mary is to the west of Exeter. We have modelled the layout to represent the
period just after the 2nd World War, the long, hot summer of 1947 actually. This is a mainly
rural community, the major employer being Durier-Hughes. They are a firm of
cabinetmakers and their quality goods are legendary in the south west of England.
However, during the war years their expertise was channelled elsewhere. This work was
obviously secret, the precise nature of which will not be disclosed for 50 years.
The company has a private siding and their own motive power that is maintained by the
Great Western. An agreement between the companies allows for some latitude in this area
and that when busy, a pannier tank often shunts their yard.

A dairy situated near the station has regular traffic and the good yard is normally quite
busy. A small engine shed provides overnight stabling for loco's. Close by is a cattle dock,
always a feature of the rural railway.
In the pre-grouping era the L.S.W.R. had running rights to the station and the Southern
Railway still retain these rights and the occasional Malachite Green locomotive can be seen.
The stock that we use on this layout is, hopefully, accurate for the period we are trying to
depict and we apologise for any errors. However the government's Austerity Measures in
force at the time mean that any available stock no matter how old may appear.

10. LCGB

www.lcgb.org.uk `

Tel: 01727 861839

This sales stand presented by members of the local branch of the Locomotive Club of Great
Britain (LCGB), shows the range of activities the club provides. The branch meets on the
second Thursday of each month in the period September to April at Chiswell Green United
Reform Church, Watford Road, St Albans, starting at 7.30pm. During the year visits and
tours are arranged.
Details of membership can be obtained on the stand or via John Green on the phone
number above.
11. John Dutfield Model Railways

Email : heatherwilkinson@btconnect.com

Wards Yard, 133 Springfield Park Road, Chelmsford, Essex. CM2 6EE

Tel: 01245 494 455

This trader from Chelmsford has an Aladdin's cave in the shop in Chelmsford in which you'll
find offerings from all the major and many of the smaller manufacturers. Only a small
selection of their offerings can be brought to the show among which will be Superquick,
Metcalfe, Ratio, Wills, EFE, OOC, P & D Marsh, Slaters, Springside, Dapol, Graham Farish,
Alan Gibson, Parkside Dundas, Harburn Hobbies, Tower (0 gauge), Lenz, Woodland Scenics
& some RTR items to show the range available. Voted Bachmann Retailer of the Year 2004.
Mail order is available on the majority of items.
In addition to all the new stock there is normally a changing selection of second hand in the
shop. For further details and prices speak to us, phone or e-mail for further information.

12. Deltic Preservation Society

www.thedps.co.uk

Tel: 01245 421554

The Deltic Preservation Society is the owner and operator of 3 ex British Rail class 55 Deltic
locomotives, which are normally housed in our own purpose built diesel shed at Barrow Hill
museum.
All profits from their mail order video & book service with over 2500 titles go to railway
preservation. For further details of stocks or membership please send an SAE to the above
address. There may even be a few Limited Edition items of rolling stock available today.

13. Meon Combe

John Davy

Gauge: N

Based in the Meon Valley and assumes the line was upgraded and electrified with through
Waterloo and Alton services maintained to Lee on Solent. With increasing use for
commuter traffic, the line is as busy as it ever was! Stock includes EMUs (2 EPB, 4 VEP, 4
CEP) and a loco hauled 4 TC set with a variety of goods services. Watch electric trains in a
rural setting! Originally constructed for the DEMU 2005 layout competition with a size limit
of 750 sq inches, and now partly rebuilt.
14. Dagnall

John Page

Gauge: 00

Dagnall is a small. 8 ft. x 2 ft., hidden fiddle yard to branch line terminus layout, based on
L.M.S. & early B.R practice and is the third exhibition layout to bear this name. (Number
four is currently under construction.)

The layout is operated with stock depicting the periods 1935 -1945, 1945 -1955 & 1955 1965 thus enabling some very interesting and unusual locos to be run including early
diesels from the 'All Green' livery with warning 'Whiskers' period.
Most of the stock is detailed proprietary items but many kit, scratch built locos and wagons
are also to be seen. In particular is the scratch built model of an L.M.S. Sentinel Railcar,
which is seen in service on the branch during the early 1935 - 1945 operating period.
The layout is operated to a sequence timetable with particular emphasis on prototypical
movement of stock at scale running speeds.

15. Kadeleigh

Basildon Model Railway Club

Gauge: 00

Theme
- South Devon Railway/GWR. Based on the actual station Cadeleigh on the Exe
Valley line, the track plan follows the 1930's Cadeleigh diagram fairly well. The scenery was
created by BMRC members.
Originally conceived as a test track layout for members to run own stock. When building
commenced, the layout scheme developed into an exhibition standard layout.
Scenery is a collection of small dioramic areas which have blended together extremely well
to provide the country station feel. The fiddle yard is hidden behind a gentle slope to the
rear of station area. The station area, track formation and buildings replicate the original
track plan for the time period, with the addition of two extra sidings for operational
interest.

16. Joe Lock Model Railways

email j.lock4@sky.com

Tel: 01992 467967

Joe Lock has been trading in good second-hand model railways for many years, and offers a
complete selection of items from track, small accessories and control equipment through to
wagons, coaches and locomotives. Joe is a member of the Hornby Railway Collectors'
Association, Gauge 0 Guild, and the Bluebell Railway. Please take the time to view what is
on display and do not be afraid to ask any questions. He is very interested in buying model
railways of any age, gauge or amount so if you have anything to sell or part exchange,
please ask him for advice.

17. Railway Correspondence & Travel Society (RCTS)

www.rcts.org.uk

The Society today is represented by the Hitchin Branch, who will have on sale RCTS
Publications, second-hand books, slides, photographs, DVD's & other items of interest.

Our branch meetings are held in two centres locally, one at The Hitchin Christian Centre ,
Bedford Road, Hitchin, which on the second Wednesday each month starting at 19:30,
(except August when we have we have a outing to a place of railway interest), the other is
on the last Tuesday afternoon each month (except August & December) starting at 14:15. at
The Methodist Church, Ludwick Way, Welwyn Garden City.
Visitors & guests are always welcome at both venues. Admission is free, but a donation to
help defray costs is welcome & allows participation in the raffle & includes tea / coffee.
The meetings cover many aspects of our railway interest including all types of traction from
home & abroad.
We look forward to seeing you. For a programme of meetings, please collect one from our
stand or visit our website www.rcts.org.uk. or contact our secretary Dave Elsdon on 01438
714277 or email Hitchin@rcts.org.uk.

18. UK Railtours

www.ukrailtours.com

Tel: 01438 715050

A display highlighting the variety of tours this popular locally based company offers both
railway enthusiasts and those who just enjoy a great day out by Special Train.
See back cover of this programme for more details.

19. CAMRA

Arthur Cruttenden

Gauge: 00

CAMRA stands for Collection of Antiquated Model Railway Artifacts,which coincidentally
are also the initials of another organisation in which the owner has a consuming interest!
This layout represents the sort of model railway many children might have dreamt of 50 (
or more) years ago!
All the stock, track and buildings were manufactured by Meccano Limited, at Binns Road,
Liverpool from 1938 until production ceased in 1964.
The layout was built by a member of the DHMRS who is also a member of the Hornby
Railway Collectors Association if you have any questions about Hornby Dublo or the HRCA
(www.hrca.net) please ask.
20. Fry’s Halt

Colin Bloom

Gauge: 00

This is an example of how quickly a layout can be put together. One of the club’s new
members wanted to have a go at building a layout, so with assistance from experienced
modellers, this is the result, completed in less than six months. The construction is simple
and requires no specialist tools or skills. The buildings are card kits except for the halt
platforms that are hand built. The landscape is built out of foam insulating block, an easy to
shape material, though it does produce a lot of dust when cutting it!
Fry’s Halt is a fictitious heritage railway allowing a wide variety of trains to be run. Control is
DCC, giving members an opportunity to learn how to use this system.

21. Bramble Bottom

Bev Rawlings

Gauge: 10mm/1ft 16.5mm

This is the home to all moles, ladybirds and mice but most of all it is the home of the
Bramble Bottom Rail System, or BBR for short. With a small school house beneath the tree
stump and a dozen or so houses, life goes on without incident. Well! Except when Edwin
Earwig sat on Malcolm Mouses's blackberry pie. Edwin still can't get the stain out of his
trousers.
Every day the BBR express train delivers mail for the Snail Express delivery service then
takes passengers to Lower Bramble bottom to do their shopping or to work in the honey
factory run by Brian Bumble Bee !
The good trains also regularly deliver strawberries, blackberries and other fruits plus
building materials for use by the locals.

This unique layout is the brainchild of Brian Rawlings known so well for his Grumstick and
Dipplewick Railway. The layout is very popular on the exhibition circuit and we hope it is
enjoyed as much as Brian enjoyed building it.
22. Foxup

Ray Hammond

Gauge: P4

Foxup is a tiny place in Littondale in North Yorkshire. The model supposes that in the 1890's
the Midland Railway built a branch from Skipton terminating at Foxup to encourage its
development as a weekend retreat for wealthy mill owners and other businessmen based in
Bradford or Leeds.
Trackwork reflects the Midland's love of complex formations including three way turnouts
and double slips (all much easier to reproduce accurately in P4). All buildings are made
from plasticard with slated roofs represented by using thin strips of paper. Locomotives and
rolling stock are all appropriate to the period.
The model was originally built by Michael Hensbrey, a very skilled modeller who died of
brain cancer a while back, and is now presented by some of his friends who felt that the
model fully justified preservation and display at exhibitions.
P4 is modelling to the scale 1:76, which is the same as Hornby ready to run models!
However for historic reasons 00 gauge as Hornby models are referred to run on 16.5mm
wide track, whereas P4 uses the correct 18.83mm. Thus ready to run models can be used
on P4 as long as their wheels are adjusted to the wider gauge. When building from scratch
the extra 2.3mm make a surprising difference in how easy it is to fit detail and motors
between the frames!

23. Hobbs Warren

Terry Cooke

Gauge: 0

Hobbs Warren is a small O gauge exhibition layout with big ideas. The layout is owned and
operated by two members of the 31A Cambridge MRC, Bernard Watson and Terry Cooke
The layout depicts the lines along side a running shed somewhere in East Anglia. The
setting is anytime between Nationalisation and Sectorisation(1948 to around 1985). This
means effectively we run from Steam to Blue diesels. Before the purists throw their hands
up in horror, steam loco's do not operate along side blue diesels, we run in rotation steam
through green diesels to blue and back again.
The layout Is DCC operated and all locomotives are sound fitted, some have smoke units
and other functions installed. We originally operated with ZTC controllers, these excellent
units were only given up because of their limitation of only 8 functions. The system in use is
now Ecos with a ZTC 511 retained as it is invaluable tool for some quick CV altering.

24. DHMRS Club Stand
Second-hand models for sale and De Havilland Model Railway Society information.

25. Havil Junction

Gauge: 00

Our oldest layout is now into its 51st year and is running today in the period of 1930-38.
Havil Junction is the Society’s permanent layout based upon a typical main line set in the
industrial West Riding of Yorkshire, a joint Midland and North Eastern concern. Connections
in the north bring through trains from both Leeds and York, while to the south Sheffield is
the first major town. You will see LMS and LNER locomotives, with a few through carriages
from places further south and west.
There is heavy coal traffic, which has resulted in Havil being at the end of a mineral relief
line. This line is worked under permissive block so slow mineral trains are allowed to run
closely following each other within a single signalling block, increasing the capacity of the
line. There is no additional down line because the lightly loaded empties can run faster and
didn’t block the path of other trains, unlike the slow heavily loaded Up trains.

Picture courtesy of Ray Lightfoot

(FORMERLY HERTFORDSHIRE RAIL TOURS)

Britain’s Favourite Rail Tour Operator!
Enjoy a Great Day Out by Special Train!
Departures from London, Potters Bar, Stevenage,
St Albans, Watford Junction and many more.

DIESEL AND ELECTRIC TOURS
Classes 60, 66, 67, 73, 90, 92 etc.

125 SPECIALS

Operated by East Midlands Trains are unique to UK Railtours.

LUXURY FIRST CLASS DINING

Let our expert chefs and stewards make your day out really special.

GREAT VALUE STANDARD CLASS FARES
Full day tours from only £43.50!

SUPERB DESTINATIONS AND ROUTES

York, Lake District, Durham, Beamish Open Air Museum, Seaton Tramway,
Dorset, Aberystwyth, Crich, Scottish Highlands and many more.

‘FORGOTTEN TRACKS’ TOURS OVER FREIGHT LINES

Barnetby and the Immingham ‘Circle’, Chaddesden Sidings and the Sinfin Branch.

Make sure you have our brochure! See Stand 18
Write to UK Railtours, PO Box 350, Welwyn, AL6 0WG
or call 01438 715050 from 09.00 to 17.00 Monday to Friday
or visit our website on www.ukrailtours.com

